Wave 3 heater
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Olympian Wave-3 Catalytic Heater is rated 4. Ship to Home - In Stock. Free Pickup at Select
Stores. Shipping Restrictions This item cannot be shipped internationally. Special Offers
Promotions. Additional Information. The self-generating piezo starter lasts for around 20, starts
for consistent, long-term performance. Catalytic heating is Its 1,, BTUs are designed to heat an
area up to sq. The Wave-3 Catalytic Safety Heater is easy to operate with no flame, flue, or
chimney to clean. No fan or blower means completely silent operation. Use the Wave Heater
inside your RV as a portable unit or permanently mounted. Also serves as a portable device for
your next outdoor adventure. For use in vented areas only. Silent operation with no fan or
blower noise. For more information, go to We have Reflectix around the tent section of the
camper, and cracked the roof vent and have a small vent down low next to the door. The heater
worked well and only used a small amount of propane, and best of all it was dead quiet. Also,
there was very little condensation build up over night. This is the heater we will use unless it is
very cold outside from now on. Date published: Rated 5 out of 5 by Anonymous from Great for
camper Got this little heater for our camper. Used on the floor with optional legs. Did not have
the wall space next to a gas line for wall mounting. It saved the battery on a 9 day hunting trip!
All past trips had to use generator not used at all during trip to keep battery charged due to
heater use. Used almost every night on low all night. High setting to much except for those who
like it very toasty. Not sure about gas usage. Rated 4 out of 5 by RVBliss from Great little heater,
bring back older style. I have a Arctic Fox dry bath truck camper. If I could improve the heater, it
would be self ventilated and the temperature control knob would have been located as shown
on the website. Instead, the knob is located on the right side. This would have allowed it to be
mounted on a small wall area in my RV next to a cabinet door. I was counting on mounting it
there, but now I have to place it on the floor, where it gets in the way. Not a deal breaker, but I
was really hoping to mount it on the wall. I can't because the knob gets in the way of opening
the cabinet door. Ventilating with a window and ceiling vent slightly open really cuts down on
condensation. In fact, it helps tremendously, even better than I had imagined. Of course, the
downside of the open window and vent is that you get cold near that open window. On days
colder than 40 degrees, this unit cannot keep up, especially if the wind is blowing and no sun.
Above 40 degrees, the unit excels. In hindsight, I could have probably used the Wave 6, which is
my fault for getting too small of a heater. I have had to live in my 5th wheel this winter in New
England. I was afraid that, with all the use my regular furnace was getting, I might need an extra
backup heater. As it turns out my furnace has been up to the task 11 deg so far but I am still
glad I have this as a backup because it doesn't need electricity. It works axactly as described
and gives off a warm glow that you can feel all the way across the room. It does not give off any
odor even the first time we used it. We mounted it on it's side, which they say makes it harder to
light, but it was still easy to light. It takes minor skill and trip to the hardware store to installI the
pipe from your tanks to the heater. Once I got all the parts copper pipe, fittings and pipe
compound I only needed a drill, a pipe flaring tool ,a screw driver and a cresent wrench to install
it. I recommend this heater. I ended paying more than CW's sale price. I installed this heater
myself, but I'm a very experienced installer for LP appliances. If you do not have the know how,
tools, etc, have a professional do it. It's not worth the danger or pain of installing it wrong. I kept
it on 'low' last night and it kept it about 55F while it was 25F outside. This little one uses the
least amount of LP. It does however take a few hours to heat up the area from 25F to get to 55F.
I imagine that if I'd kept this on high it would be much warmer. It heats approximately sq ft
effectively. I have a Mr. Heater, but it gets to hot for my intended use I end up sweating, or
freezing. The Mr. Heater also burns through propane quickly. The Wave 3 works perfect in
providing a soft overall heated space. There is a slight smell which I am hoping will burn away
as i use it more. I am using this in portable mode with the legs. I noticed very little heat on sides

and bottom. Top gets warm, but the back was hotter than I expected. If I was mounting this, I
would be a little worried about the back surface. Note on cover. Seams like the cover is still
designed for the older Wave 3 model. It does not fit well over the new design with the buttons
on the side. Rated 5 out of 5 by Toby from Quality small heater! Installed this heater in a
teardrop trailer that was large enough to abide by all required clearances. Absolutely silent and
starts easily with high quality construction. Absolutely a reliable heater Date published: The
Buddy heater stops working around '. I am seeing it operates at altitudes up to 12, ft. Answered
by: CW Victor. What is the difference between Wave 3 and the other models Wave 6 etc.? The
main differences are the size and BTU's. The Wave-6 is bigger than the Wave-3, and the Wave-8
is bigger than the Wave For the Wave-3, its 1,, BTUs are designed to heat an area up to sq. For
the Wave-6, its BTUs are designed to heat an area up to sq. And for the Wave-8, its BTUs are
designed to heat an area up to sq. For more specific details on the differences, I would
recommend reaching out to the manufacturer, Camco, directly. Does this heater come with any
kind of hose and if not, what is recommended? No, a hose is not included. Length and
connector on the other end will depend on where and how the heater will be connected to an
existing, already regulated propane system. Answered by: CW Steven. Can ventilation be just
leaving a window in my horse trailer partway open? Per the manual: This heater consumes air
from the room in which it is installed. To assure complete combustion, an adequate fresh-air
supply to the room is necessary. It is good practice to have at least two openings, one high and
one low. The room must have a total of at least 24 square inches free-air opening i. Provide
additional ventilation of at least 2 square inches for every 1, BTUs per hour of input for any
additional fuel burning appliances used at the same time. If the room is tightly sealed or
insulated so that natural infiltration is low, additional ventilation is required. For RV use free
open-air space: 24 sq. For home use free open-air space: 24 sq. What's the closest distance an
object can be in front of this heater? What's the lowest btu setting? Lowest BTU setting on this
heater is What sort of ventilation does it need? I have a 27 foot travel trailer bed in one end,
kitchen on other end. I use a CPAP at night. What is the recommended placement since it will be
on stand and not mounted on a wall. The Olympian heaters must have a total of at least 24
square inches free-air opening i. Ideally the heater should be pointing at the area, objects, or
persons you wish to heat. Placement may be limited to the propane line that will have to be run
to fuel the unit. What are the measurements. Quick Links. Table of Contents. This is a heating
appliance. Any safety screen or guard removed for servicing must be replaced prior to
operating the heater. If product components are missing or damaged do not return to dealer.
Installation and Operating Instructions. Any changes or alterations to this heater or its controls
or attempts to clean. In order to minimize installation problems and maximize your heating
comfort, read all of these instructions carefully and completely. Some Points to Remember to sit
too long before refilling. Use it to will cause odor fade. If such conditions are suspected to find
out what propane odor smells like. Detector to joints and watch for bubbles to check for gas
leaks. Hang heater on the screws, and allow to slide into place. Check for clearance. If
adjustment is necessary, remove heater and loosen or tighten screws. Repeat steps 7 and 8
until heater is firmly mounted. To assure complete combustion, an adequate period of time. The
flame spreader should now be on. WARNING: If you do not follow these instructions exactly,
After initial ignition occurs, keep control knob depressed a fire or explosion may result causing
property damage, Red Glowing on Heating Element The red glowing on the face of the heater
particularly noticeable in the dark will resemble charcoal glowing when hot. This is a normal
phenomenon of catalization. Thermocouple Use of improper gas: Your heater is designed to
burn HD-5 propane. Use of other LP Gases such as those too high If the heater will not stay lit
when the control knob is in sulfur, propylene or other hydrocarbons may injure the released, the
thermocouple Part either: a is not catalyst pad. Page 11 Wave 6 12 ft. Camco Mfg. Part No. This
warranty does not cover damages resulting from: misuse, alteration, improper installation or
improper operations. This warranty does not cover repairs made by unauthorized persons or
dealers, and specifically excludes liability for indirect or consequential damage to property.
Warranty repairs must be made by Camco Mfg. This manual is also suitable for: Olympian
wave6 Olympian wave8. Print page 1 Print document 13 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. I have been
using Olympian catalytic heaters now owned by Camco for more than 20 years. Given that I
have used these heaters for hundreds and hundreds of nights, I think I am qualified to do a long
term review. I bought a small Olympian now called the Wave 3 when I purchased our Starcraft.
Our Fleetwood Niagara came with a forced air heater, but we knew it was not going to be
optimum for heating the camping on cold winter nights, so we bought a larger Wave 8 heater
prior to our maiden voyage. We did not permanently install it, but elected to use it as a space
heater and move it around as our needs dictated. In our Fleetwood Niagara was vandalized and

the Wave 8 was stolen. The heater runs on low pressure propane, which is the standard system
on modern campers. The heater has a pad that is imbedded with platinum. Heat is produced
when the propane mixes with the platinum in the pad â€” this is accomplished without a flame
and the surface temperature is around degrees F, much less than the F temperature of a flame
type heater. To start the catalytic process, the gas control knob is pressed to allow propane to
flow at the bottom of the pad, and at the same time the Piezo electric button good for 20, sparks
is pressed resulting in a small flame at the bottom of the catalytic pad. As the pad heats up and
gas flows behind the pad, the pad heats up. Once the pad is glowing, the knob is turned to high
and the flame is extinguished. When the entire pad is glowing the knob can then be left on high
or turned down to medium or low. There is no electrical connection or electric power to the
heater, which is important to the camper who is not connected to the grid. Of course the
prudent camper will have a functioning carbon monoxide alarm in the RV. The pads are not user
serviceable and the heater will need to be returned to Camco for servicing. We use a Camco
Heater Vinyl Cover on our heater when not in use and have never had a problem with pad
poisoning. The Wave heater produces radiant heat, which radiates heat directly to objects such
as walls, furniture and people and then releasing the heat into the air. Forced air heaters like in
your house or the factory installed heater in most campers simply heat the air. To understand
why I think catalytic heaters are superior of campers will require some science stuff. It is the
amount of work needed to raise the temperature of one pound of water by one degree
Fahrenheit Physical analogue: one four-inch wooden kitchen match consumed completely
generates approximately 1 BTU. It is still used in some metric English-speaking countries such
as Canada, but notably not the United Kingdom. So your typical full 20lb 5 gallon BBQ tank
contains 4. Our camper has two 30lb propane tanks that when full have a combined That
equates to 1. Since the furnace has a large flame, exhaust gases must be vented to the outside.
To add insult to injury, the furnace heats the entire camper. Our Milan has R insulation in the
floor, walls, and roof. Our bedroom temperature runs 62 â€” 64 F with thermostat set at Plus the
heat is constant, with no swings in temperature like the furnace that cycles on and off. However,
with the wave set at low with an outdoor temperature of 30F, the bedroom stays at a constant
68F. But what is more important, it uses no electricity. When we are camping in December for a
couple of weeks, we get the least amount of sunshine of the year. Since we rely on our solar
system and battery bank to supply our electrical needs, we need to conserve as much electricity
as possible. Add in usage for the propane leak detector, lights, water pump, refrigerator
thermostat, and water heater re-ignitor things would get ugly. Of course, one could simply pay a
ton more money to stay at a fully developed campground that has electricity, and crowds of
peopleâ€¦ that is no palatable to us. RV Furnaces are pretty noisy. You can hear the flame run,
not to mention the blower motor churning away. Our Wave heater has a zero noise and a nice
warm glow. So how long can we camp without running out of propane? Our Fleetwood Niagara
tent trailer had two lb tanks and we could camp for 3 weeks with night time lows around 30F and
not run out of propane. We have also done 3 weeks in our Milan travel trailer in similar
temperature ranges. At the end of 3 weeks both campers were close to empty of propane. Wave
8 Owner Manual. My Wave 6 Review from My Wave 8 Review from Wall Mounted Wave 6 Heater
Our Fleetwood Niagara came with a forced air heater, but we knew it was not going to be
optimum for heating the camping on cold winter nights, so we bought a larger Wave 8 heater
prior to our maiden voyage. Corky likes to lay in front of the heater at night. He is warmer than
us! Radiant Heat vs Forced Air Heating The Wave heater produces radiant heat, which radiates
heat directly to objects such as walls, furniture and people and then releasing the heat into the
air. BTU use: Atwood Furnace vs. Wave 8 silently glowing at night If you have a tent trailer,
which has almost no insulation, the numbers are even uglier! Visit Counter. There will be a risk
for a few sprinkles near lunch. A better chance of showers after 4 pm along and south of the
Ohio River as a cold front pushes through. Highs in the 60s ahead of this front. It will be a
colder night ahead with a gusty north wind likely. This will send lows to near or even just below
freezing by sunrise Thursday. An overcast day will mean little warming with highs around 40;
any sunshine will push us into the mids. Either way, expect a cool day. A chilly Thursday night
is expected with partly cloudy skies and lows in the 30s. The Bardstown camera is located
overlooking historic Courthouse Square. Pointing to the east, the camera captures the historic
Nelson County Courthouse and square. The camera can also show weather conditions and the
western sky down Stephen Foster Avenue. The Nelson County Public Library called the building
home from until Currently owned by Nelson County, the first floor of the two story building
houses the gallery for Fine Arts Bardstown Society. The two story former bank is located at the
corner of Capitol and Beaver Streets. The camera can monitor the western sky, downtown and
the first Capitol. The park surrounding the historic site also hosts community events throughout
the year. The camera is on the northeast corner of the hospital roof opposite the heliport. The

camera can be moved to capture views of Freeman Lake, up and down bustling Dixie Highway,
the western skies and toward historic downtown Elizabethtown. The hospital opened in is
owned by the citizens of Hardin County. The hospital is the third largest employer in Hardin
County with more than 1, employees. When in , Simon Huber settled this Southern Indiana farm,
he brought with him from Baden-Baden, Germany his years of experience in fruit growing and
wine making. From its humble 80 acre beginning, the farm has expanded to over acres. Simon's
vision has been perpetuated through the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th generation Huber's living and
working on the farm. In the vineyards, 18 different varieties of grapes are grown for the
production of our varietals and blended wines. As Indiana's largest wine-grape producer, our
vineyards will produce nearly , pounds of grapes per year under normal weather conditions.
Next to the restored barn is the underground Wine Cellar. Within our cellar, the old world art of
winemaking combines with the most modern equipment and technology to manifest our
magnificent vintages. This same quality has been passed to you. We sincerely hope you will
plan a visit to Huber Winery to sample and enjoy our wines and hospitality. Kentucky Kingdom
is on the grounds of the Kentucky Exposition Center, in the heart of Louisville at the
intersection of I and I February 24, at AM. Brian Goode. All rights reserved. Louisville, KY cancel
edit. Custom locations. Louisville, KY. Few Clouds. Passing clouds and windy at times today. A
better chance for showers after 4pm along and south of the Ohio River as a cold front pushes
through. Colder night ahead with a gusty north wind likely. Hourly 3 Day 10 Day Weekend.
Mostly Cloudy. SW 11 MPH. SW 15 MPH. SW 25 MPH. W 16 MPH. W 15 MPH. NW 12 MPH. N 10
MPH. N 8 MPH. N 5 MPH. NE 3 MPH. N 4 MPH. N 3 MPH. Partly Cloudy. E 4 MPH. Windy, Spotty
Showers. UV Index Moderate. Moon Phase Waxing Gibbous. Wind W 11 MPH. Thursday may
end up cloudier than expected and that will make a difference on how the day "feels". An
overcast day will mean little warming with highs around Any sunshine will push us into the mid
40s. Either way, a cool day. Chilly night with partly cloudy skies. Lows in the 30s. Wind W 32
MPH. Showers Increase. Breezy day with showers increasing with our next system rolling
through. Highs in the 40s. Showers will remain possible with lows in the upper 30s to lower 40s.
Moon Phase Full. Scattered Showers. SW 20 MPH. Scattered showers will remain possible with
the risk remaining high over Kentucky. Showers will push to the east to give us just a small
break in the radar before our next system approaches. Moon Phase Waning Gibbous. Wind W
12 MPH. Another surge of rain pushes into Kentucky with areas north of I likely to remain mainly
dry. It will once again be warmer in the dry zones and with cooler 50s in the rainy areas. UV
Index Low. Rain is possible with lows in the 40s. NW 8 MPH. Scattered showers will be
departing Monday morning, leaving us with some dry time by the afternoon. Highs in the 50s.
Cloudy with lows in the 30s. Showers increase with yet another system although rainfall
intensity is looking lower than previous data suggested. We'll watch it. Showers fade as it turns
colder. At this time, this looks to end just as rain but it may be closer to ending as flurries. W 8
MPH. Wind W 8 MPH. Some clearing later in the night. Back to some chilly air. Wind W 9 MPH.
Mostly Sunny. Mostly sunny with highs in the mid 50s. Partly cloudy and chilly. Friday still looks
mainly dry and seasonable with highs in the 50s. Another cool night with lows in the 30s.
February 23 February February 22 February February 19 February Current Temps. State Temps.
Metro Temperatures. Weather Garden Conditions. Current River Stages. Ohio River Upper
Gauge. Ohio River Lower Gauge. Loading Player South Louisville. Paoli, IN. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you've entered a valid question. You can edit your question or post anyway.
Please enter a question. It produces enough heat to warm square feet of space. The heater
operates on low pressure gas and can be wall mounted or used as a portable unit. The built-in
automatic Piezo electric sparker will last for 20, starts. There is no electrical drain or battery
connection. Catalytic heating is An ideal secondary heating source for your RV, home, or cabin.
Camco Olympian series Wave heaters can be used as portable space heaters and in most cases
can be wall mounted in the vertical position. The built-in automatic electric Piezo sparker will
last for 20, starts. Also, because it uses safe, clean and efficient propane there is never a drain
on your battery. Wave heaters operate silently with no fan or blower noise. Camco Olympian
Wave heaters are designed and built to provide years of comfortable, radiant heat and
economical LP Gas consumption. Olympian heaters produce mostly radiant heat as a result of a
flameless catalytic combustion process. Its efficiency is high because combustion takes place
at relatively low temperatures. The radiant heat produced by Olympian heaters is particularly
effective for creating a feeling of warm comfort similar to solar radiation. The sun is an excellent
example of radiant heat transfer, because it transmits energy through space, releasing heat
when its rays strike objects and people. Like the sun, Olympian heaters radiate heat directly to
people, floors, walls and other objects without heating the air first, so warmth is felt
immediately. Radiant heat is absorbed by objects and then emitted into the air to heat the

surrounding area. Therefore, your Olympian heater should be oriented to direct its heat rays
toward the space to be heated, much like a floodlight is positioned to illuminate a desired area.
Camco started in with one employee and one product. Today, over 40 years later, we have more
than employees, over 3, products and multiple manufacturing facilities in the USA and across
the globe. Superior service, quality products and customer satisfaction are the foundations
upon which Camco operates. Our friendly, knowledgeable customer service staff stands ready
to assist our customers with any questions. At Camco, we take pride in meeting the
ever-changing demands of a challenging marketplace while serving you, our most valuable
asset. Skip to main content. Loading recommendations for you. Adding to Cart Added to Cart.
Not Added. Item is in your Cart. View Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have any
recommendations at this time. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be
back in stock. Brand: Camco. About this item This fits your. Amazon Outlet Store. Shop
discounted overstock products from Amazon Outlet Store Shop now. Product Information
Technical Details. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of
1. Previous page. Next page. Customers also viewed these products. Heater, Corporation Mr.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. From the manufacturer. Key Features Suitable for use in RVs, cabins or at home Utilizes
warm, safe and efficient HD-5 propane gas Produces no harmful amounts of carbon monoxide
and causes no battery drain Features warm convecti
2000 acura integra hood
1996 ford mustang instrument cluster
4 way round trailer plug wiring diagram
ve radiant heat Safety shut-off valve Can be used as a portable space heater or can be wall
mount horizontally or vertically Recessed mounting option with Chrome Recess kit sold
separately Optional legs radiate heat up and in the direction you want. About Camco
Manufacturing Camco started in with one employee and one product. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. Review
this product Share your thoughts with other customers. Write a customer review. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from Australia. There are 0 reviews and 0 ratings from
Australia. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Verified Purchase.
Report abuse Translate review to English. See all reviews. Back to top. Get to Know Us.

